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0. Document Information
This document provides guidance on the deployment of Circuit and OpenScape Cloud in a customer
environment. In particular it addresses the customer network aspects that require special attention, in
order to make all features of Circuit and OpenScape Cloud function correctly. This is to ensure a
successful deployment at the customer.

1. Description
The Design Assessment for Circuit and OpenScape Cloud provides guidance related to customer
environment and IP network infrastructure in order to determine its readiness for supporting these
applications. This includes support for realtime voice, video, screensharing and other collaboration
traffic.
The Unify Professional Services Design Assessment analyses the current state of the customer IP
network to identify necessary steps and actions to integrate the Circuit and OpenScape Cloud solution
into the customer’s network infrastructure. Additionally, the Design Assessment includes the definition
of strategies, methods and criteria for a later network traffic analysis.
The Design Assessment may also be delivered by Unify Partners, Distributors and Resellers.
The following topics are discussed within the Design Assessment:
•
•

•

•
•

User Devices
Network design aspects like:
o Schematic diagram of all user locations: main sites, remote sites, home offices
o QoS design & support
o LAN, WAN, WLAN available bandwidth, and expected bandwidth needs for Circuit and
OpenScape Cloud
o Routing design
o Network services requirements (e.g. DHCP, LLDP, DNS, NTP)
o VLAN design
o Subnet sizing
o Network redundancy
o Switch port sharing (Phone & Desktop on one switch port)
o Network convergence behaviour on layers 2 and 3
Network security, e.g.:
o Firewall requirements
o Session Border Controller requirements
o Network Access Control requirements
o Certificate options
Remote access for serviceability
Integration of Circuit with customer PBXs via Telephony Connectors

In addition to the Design Assessment, Unify Professional Services, Partners, Distributors and Resellers
offer a Customer Network Readiness Check. The Network Readiness Check is to analyse a customer
network, to determine if it is ready to support realtime voice over IP and corresponding applications.
Whereas the Design Assessment is a paper analysis, the Network Readiness check involves on-site
analysis at the customer, to measure network conditions.
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2. Clients
The following are the Best Practice recommendations for customer network design and implementation
of Circuit client access, and OpenScape Cloud desktop phone access.
Circuit clients can be used standalone, or in conjuction with OpenScape Cloud solutions. Note that
OpenScape Cloud offers Circuit as the only soft-client and does not support other SIP-based softclients.
2.1. Personal Computers for Circuit
Circuit is based on WebRTC technology. The Circuit Client requires a WebRTC compliant browser
running on a Windows, Mac or Linux Personal Computer. The following are the minimal hardware
recommendations:
PC’s Operating System
Windows 7 and newer

Apple OS X 10.6 (Snow
Leopard) and newer

Browser
Google Chrome - latest
version
Mozilla Firefox - latest
version
Microsoft Edge (Chromium
based) – latest version
Google Chrome latest version
Mozilla Firefox latest version

Standard System
Intel Core i3 CPU or
equivalent

High-end System
2nd-generation Intel Core i5
CPU (2GHz+) or equivalent
3rd/4th-generation Core i5
processor or equivalent

MacBook Air 2012

MacBook Pro 2012 or newer,
MacBook Air 2013 or newer

Figure 1: PC Minimal Requirements
Circuit voice conversations require a microphone and sound device, and video conversations require a
webcam.
In order to ensure the best possible user experience, we recommend the use of a high-quality USB
headset with a noice-cancelling microphone, such as one from Logitek, Plantronics or Jabra. Using the
built-in PC speakers and microphone can lead to bad sound quality including echo.
Windows can be configured to use a headset for Circuit voice conversations, but use speakers to
playback all system sounds, including alerts and ringing tones from Circuit. In the Playback tab of the
Sound applet, ensure the speakers are selected as the Default Device, and then set the headset as
the Default Communications Device. Ensure the headset microphone is selected in the Recording
tab of the Sound applet, either as the Default Device or the Default Communications Device. For
more details on recommended devices, refer to the document Circuit Voice and Video Quality
Guidelines.
2.1.1. Google Chrome
The latest version of Chrome can be downloaded from:
https://www.google.com/chrome/index.html
By default, Chrome auto-updates itself on a regular basis. This is the recommended setting, although it
can be disabled by an Administrator.
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In addition to Chrome, the Circuit extension should be installed. The Circuit extension is included as
part of the Circuit web client application and provides some anxilliary functionalities.
The Circuit extension can be found at:

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/circuit-byunify/mhkbaognlahkdimlfcfhbeihldmjofgg

Figure 2: Chrome Extension

2.1.2. Microsoft Edge Browser
Circuit supports the Microsoft Edge browser based on Chromium. The current version is 87.0.664.57.
Edge can be downloaded from https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/edge. Note that older versions of
Microsoft Edge not based on Chromium and Internet Explorer are not supported.
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2.1.3. Firefox
The latest version of Firefox can be downloaded from:

https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/new/

In addition, the Circuit extension for screensharing should be installed. It can be found at:

https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/circuit-screen-share-addon/?src=api

Figure 3: Firefox Extension

2.1.4. Circuit Desktop Client
The Circuit Desktop Client is a native application for Windows and MacOS. It provides an excellent way
to access Circuit on your desktop computer without having to open one more tab in your browser. It
supports all the features of Circuit on the web and more: the app can launch automatically when your
system starts, allows screen share initiators to enable the mouse pointer for viewers to draw attention to
specific points, run from the system tray (notification area) on Windows.
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Circuit Desktop App can be installed on Microsoft Windows (7 or later, 64-bit version) or Apple Mac OS
X (10.6 Snow Leopard or later). To download and install the Circuit Desktop App:
On the web client, click your user name and navigate to Settings > Extensions.
Locate the Circuit Desktop App extension.
Click Download and wait for the file to download.
Double-click the downloaded file (CircuitSetup.exe) and follow the on-screen instructions to install the
Circuit Desktop App.
Circuit will launch automatically once it is installed. You need to read the End-User License Agreement
and agree with its terms before you start using the app.
Other useful things to know:
Desktop App has a menu bar with File, Edit, View, Window and Help menus.
Circuit Desktop App on Windows runs in the system tray so that you continue to receive notifications
from Circuit even if you close the app window by clicking X in its upper-right corner.
Note: If you close the app window by clicking X in its upper-right corner while you are on a call, your call
will be disconnected.
When clicking the Circuit icon in the system tray, a context menu appears with the following options:
Open: Opens the Circuit Desktop App window
Check for updates...: Checks for new, uninstalled updates
Settings: Opens the Settings dialog
About: Opens the About dialog
Exit: Exits the Circuit Desktop App and removes Circuit from the system tray.
Note: When the Circuit Desktop App detects and downloads an update after an automatic check for
updates, a popup notification appears in the system tray and the option Check for updates... in the
context menu turns into Update Circuit... Select this option to restart the Circuit Desktop App and install
the update.
Double-clicking the Circuit icon in the system tray opens the Circuit Desktop App window.
2.2. Circuit Mobile Devices
2.2.1. iOS
Circuit is supported on iOS devices (iPhone and iPad) under iOS 10 or later. Circuit requires an iPhone
5 or newer. Circuit on iPad requires iPad mini 2, Air, Pro, or newer.
The Circuit App (Universal for both iPhone and iPad) can be downloaded from:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/unify-circuit/id890985059?mt=8
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Figure 4: Circuit iOS Application

Circuit is also supported on the Apple Watch:

Figure 5: Circuit on Apple Watch
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2.2.2. Android
Circuit is supported on Android phones and Tablets. Circuit is supported on the latest major Android
version and two previous versions.
Circuit can be downloaded from the Google Play Store at
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.unify.circuit&hl=en
Circuit recommends Android 5.0 (Lollipop) or higher.

Figure 6: Circuit Android Application

2.3. Circuit Meeting Room

Circuit Meeting Room (CMR) tightly integrates with OpenScape Cloud. Circuit Meeting Room is Unify’s
easy to use, powerful and cost-effective video conferencing solution. It brings together the value of
video conferencing with social collaboration persistency. Circuit Meeting Room comes packaged as a
mini-PC appliance plus a monthly fee for connectivity to OpenScape Cloud, delivering a futureproof
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solution that includes software updates and upgrades as well as support. For the wall screen (monitor)
any HD-video capable display can be used. Displays with HDMI can be connected via HDMI/DP
adapter plug.
Note that the CMR acts as a Circuit client, similar to all the other clients. It uses the same protocols and
ports as the web clients, and so uses the same firewall rules. If the CMR is deployed in a separated
LAN, different from user clients, then those ports must be routable toward the internet.
Two additional flows are used by the CMR to access software updates from Unify and from the
Operating System software. These use destination port 443 to the following servers:
•
•

sws.unify.com – for access to software updates
unify-sws.signin.aws.amazon.com – for access to Operating System updates

For more technical details about Circuit Meeting Room visit http://wiki.unify.com/wiki/
Circuit_Meeting_Room.
Refer also the the Circuit FAQ for more information at this link
https://www.circuit.com/unifyportalfaqlist?category=119459
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2.4. OpenScape Cloud Devices
2.4.1. Supported OpenScape and OpenStage Devices

OpenScape Cloud supports the connectivity and use of SIP desk phone devices. We regularly publish
updates of supported devices that interwork with our service. The following Unify devices are currently
supported:
•

•

•

OpenScape Desk Phone CP family (SIP) (recommended):
o CP200, CP205
o CP400
o CP600
OpenScape Desk Phone IP family (SIP):
o IP35G
o IP55
o IP35G Eco
IP55OpenStage Phone Family (SIP):
o OS15, OS15G
o OS20, OS20G, OS20E
o OS40, OS40G, OS 40US
o OS60, OS60G

For details, refer to https://wiki.unify.com/wiki/Overview

The SIP phones connect directly to the Customer provided network infrastructure.
2.4.2. Power over Ethernet Requirements
For SIP phones the following network requirements apply:
IP phones can be supplied by different sources:
•
•

Power over Ethernet/LAN
Power bricks

If the end device is supplied by power over LAN (PoE) the power source should be compliant to IEEE
802.3af or, in the case of power panels, the limited power source should be compliant with IEC60950.
Power consumption as defined in class requirements are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OpenStage 15 Class 1
OpenStage 15G Class 2
OpenStage 40 Class 2
OpenStage 40G Class 3
OpenStage 60 Class 3
OpenStage 60G Class 3*
OpenScape Desk Phone IP 35G Eco Class 1
OpenScape Desk Phone IP 55G Class 3
OpenScape Desk Phone CP200 Class 1
OpenScape Desk Phone CP205 Class 1
OpenScape Desk Phone CP400 Class 2
OpenScape Desk Phone CP600 Class 2

*OpenStage 60G requires an external power supply if more than 1 OpenStage 60 Key Module is
connected.
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If the Customer decides to use UPS (uninterruptable power supply) to supply the phones with electricity
in case of a potential power outage, the aggregated power requirement of the connected phones needs
to be considered.

2.4.3. DHCP vendor specific configuration for SIP phones
OpenScape Cloud SIP phones do not require any special support from the customer network DHCP
server, other than to obtain IP Address, Subnet Mask, Default Gateway and DNS server addresses.
The phone will boot up and work in any standard environment.

The phone is configured and gets its parameters via the Cloud Redirect server, and Cloud DLS. This is
described in 2.4.4 Phone Deployment Process. In legacy OpenScape Customers, the phone is
configured using an on-premise DLS, and the DLS address is given to the phone using DHCP options.
For OpenScape Cloud, this should be disabled.

Note that in order to re-use an OpenScape Desk Phone or OpenStage that has already been
configured for use with an on-premise OpenScape Voice or OpenScape 4000 system, it must be
factory-reset from the Administration menu. It must also have the latest version of SIP software
installed.

The following DHCP configurations are optional, and allow the customer to make specific
configurations, such as using a dedicated VLAN for phones. If these configurations are not needed, the
following can be ignored.

DHCP services allow the SIP endpoints to be automatically configured with network settings. The
following Vendor Specific Information (DHCP Option 43) is supported for SIP phones:
The SIP phones use vendor classes to allow the DHCP server to send specific information to the SIP
phones of that vendor class only. The vendor classes used by SIP phones are "MSFT 5.0" &
"OptiIpPhone".
•
•

•

The first Vendor Class allows the Customer to put the SIP phone in a dedicated VLAN by
using the vendor information element 43, where afterward the SIP phone will contact the
DHCP server again but in the assigned VLAN.
The DHCP server may be configured to forward the phones “host names” to the DNS
server. The phones send by default their E164 number as “host name” to the DHCP server,
then the DHCP server will forward those “host names” to the DNS resulting in the easy
serviceability of all the phones over web by their FQDN of which the first part is the E164
number.
DHCP Support of Vendor Class Information to allow sending of specific information to the
terminals of that vendor class only (Supplier terminals (phones)). The vendor class used by
OpenStage phones is “OptiIpPhone”.

The allocation of IP addresses to the phones is based on standard DHCP service. The SIP phone
supports the following DHCP Options:
•
•
•
•
•
•

DHCP Option 3 - Default Gateway IP Address
DHCP Option 6 - DNS Server IP Address
DHCP Option 12 - Vendor ID
DHCP Option 15 - Domain Name
DHCP Option 42 - SNTP-IP-Address
DHCP Option 43 - VLAN-ID and configuration
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•
•
•
•
•

DHCP Option 43 - DLS Server IP Address – should be deactivated for OpenScape Cloud
phones
DHCP Option 51 - Lease Time in [h]
DHCP Option 82 - DHCP Relay Option for location information
DHCP Option 120 - SIP Server / Registrar – should be deactivated for OpenScape Cloud
phones
Note: Microsoft DHCP server has the limitation that it does not allow DHCP scope sharing.
Therefore, for redundancy reasons the DHCP scopes must be split 50% / 50% per each
DHCP server to guarantee the IP address assignment even in case of DHCP outage. This
extends the demand for additional IP sub networks, which must be provided by the
customer. This issue could be overcome when using DHCP solutions, like Infoblox
supporting IP address scope sharing.

2.4.4. Phone Deployment Process
The OpenScape Cloud phone deployment process needs just a few entries on a phone sent to the user
so that the phone gets its configuration and latest software:
1. The Tenant Administrator assigns an individual phone number to each user in the Circuit
Tenant Administrator GUI.
2. The Tenant Administrator gives a new desktop phone to the user (or one that has been factoryreset).
3. The desktop phone is installed on the user desk, and plugged in to the network
4. The end-user logs in to Circuit, and navigates to Settings > Telephony, and notes the
Deployment PIN and Security PIN. Refer to Figure 7: Circuit Phone Configuration
5. The phone boots up and prompts for the Deployment PIN. The user enters it on the phone pad.
Refer to Figure 8: Enter the Deployment PIN.
6. The phone prompts for the Security PIN. The user enters it. Refer to Figure 9: Enter the
Security PIN
7. The phone contacts the global redirection server and will be redirected to the Deployment
Server in the OpenScape Cloud
8. The OpenScape Cloud Deployment Server provides the phone configuration parameters,
device profile and security certificate via a secure authenticated connection. Any necessary
software updates are also provided.
9. The phone configures itself, and registers with the OpenScape Cloud. The phone is now ready
for use. Refer to Figure 10: Phone Successfully Configured
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Figure 7: Circuit Phone Configuration

Figure 8: Enter the Deployment PIN
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Figure 9: Enter the Security PIN

Figure 10: Phone Successfully Configured
Once the phone is successfully configured, the Circuit Settings will show the following:

Figure 11: Circuit After Successful Configuration

The Cloud PIN based deployment process will only work with Unify phones that are in a factory
delivered state and have a bind of V3R3 FP2 from 2012 or higher. Phones with older firmware or HFA
firmware needs to be flashed to a newer SIP version upfront so that they can be used with the Cloud’s
deployment services. If this is required phones can be updated either manually or via a local DLS if this
is available.
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Already configured phones with a suitable firmware require at least a factory reset needing a special
factory reset password. If a local DLS was used earlier then the local DHCP server must no longer send
via options the local DLS’s address to the phone prior to its factory reset.
Please contact our Service teams for details and our cloud’s setup for devices.
Other deployment processes can be provided as part of Managed Services projects.
2.5. Third-Party Devices
Unify is testing several third-party devices with OpenScape Cloud, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ascom Myco ViWiFi
Cisco CP-8861
Gigaset Maxwell
Grandstream GXP2200
Konfitel 300IPx
Polycom SoundPoint IP321
Snom D765
Yealink T42G

Note that deployment of third-party devices is manual. Unify plans to introduce a self-service
deployment tool in a release in 4Q 2018.
For an up-to-date list of supported third-party devices, please consult the Unify Service team.
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3. Customer Network Design
3.1. LAN Network Topology
The following provides the minimum requirements of the network infrastructure at LAN level to support
VoIP for Circuit and OpenScape Cloud. It is the Customer's responsibility to verify that the network
meets the requirements listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Category 5 or higher cabling
Fully switched Ethernet environment – in order to limit broadcast traffic (Broadcast/Multicast
traffic less than 10%)
End to End QoS using Unify recommended Diffserv settings
Additional bandwidth dimensioning according to expected Circuit and OpenScape Cloud traffic
Managed LAN switches with SNMP support for alarms and status
Rapid Spanning tree protocol support - for efficient Layer 2 link selection and error recovery in
multi-path networks
VRRP (virtual router redundancy protocol is the IETF standard) support for Layer 3 switches
Port mirroring - enables easier analysis of traffic and errors by enabling traffic on any switch
port to be replicated to a second port for analysis (sniffing) without interrupting the traffic flow
Multicast suppressions - to prevent broadcast / multicast packet storms
Local Voice VLAN configured and routable to the signaling network in the Cloud
General network routing capabilities and security between the data VLAN and voice VLAN, in
case SIP endpoints must be connected to the data VLAN (typically soft phones)
All components of an OpenScape solution require a 100Mb/s full duplex switched LAN port. IP
phones require, at a minimum a 10Mb/s full duplex switched LAN port.
IP phones can be supplied by different sources:
o Power over Ethernet / LAN
o Power panels
If the end device is supplied by power over LAN the power source should be compliant to IEEE
802.3af or, in the case of power panels, the limited power source should be compliant with
IEC60950. The standard defines three different power classes. The Supplier IP phones are
compliant with those descriptions.

3.2. Wi-FI and VoWLAN
Although Circuit works over any WiFi, when a larger number of users are using wireless LAN such as in
a campus environment, it is recommended that VoWLAN is implemented to ensure optimal user
experience. A VoWLAN network must be carefully designed in order to maximize performance and
support the expected call density. The network must provide much stronger signal coverage and
greater cell overlap than what is needed for data-only applications. In addition, the network must
provide seemless roaming between access points using Secure Fast Roaming.
Recommendations for using Circuit over WiFi/VoWLAN are:
•

The WLAN infrastructure must provide sufficient coverage to support Circuit client wireless
devices in all areas where they will be used
o In a multi-AP deployment, in a 2.4 GHz network, best practice is to use nonoverlapping channels 1, 6 and 11 where adjacent APs do not use the same channel to
minimize interference. In a 5 GHz network, there are 23 non-overlapping channels, but
it is recommended to use the lower 4 channels and the upper 4 channels
o It is recommended to use a 20 percent AP cell overlap to allow clients to detect and
connect to alternative APs when close to the cell boundary
o The minimum signal strength at the cell boundary should be -67dBm
o Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) should be higher than 25 dB
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•

•
•
•
•

The WLAN must provide sufficient capacity to support the Circuit application taking into account
other WLAN data usage
o Each 2.4 GHz channel can theoretically support 14 simultaneous calls
o Each 5 GHz channel can theoretically support 20 simultaneous calls
o Caveat: The above simultaneous call numbers are for voice only (G.711) and assume
that no other data applications are running over the same network. Network planning
should take into account Circuit Video and Screensharing, Circuit conversation
updates, as well as other application traffic, and reduce the per-channel numbers
accordingly. Note that the Circuit mobile clients restrict the number of streams to one
video or one screenshare stream.
All WLAN Access Points are Wi-Fi Alliance certified for IEEE 802.11a, b, g, and n
All WLAN Access Points are Wi-Fi Alliance certified for Wi-Fi Protected Access. (WPA 2
Enterprise).
All WLAN Access Points are Wi-Fi Alliance certified for Wi-Fi Multimedia™(WMM®) and Wi-Fi
Multimedia Power Save™ (WMM Power Save®) to allow realtime traffic prioritization
All WLAN Access Points are Wi-Fi Alliance certified for IEEE 802.11k, 802.11v and 802.11r to
support fast roaming (note that older legacy WiFi devices such as laptops may not be
compatible with these technologies)

Planning, RF design and Site Surveys are critical to set up a VoWLAN. For example, refer to the Cisco
VoWLAN Design Guide at:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/solutions/Enterprise/Mobility/vowlan/41dg/vowlan41dg-book.html
3.3. Mobile Networks
Circuit can run over the mobile device carrier 3G/4G/LTE connection (subject to the carrier policy and
billing). Users should be aware that extensive use of Circuit over cellular connections could significantly
increase their data use.
3.4. Network Quality
The following metrics are required to guarantee optimal MOS scores for Real Time Traffic (Voice and
Video)
•
•
•
•

<= 150 ms of one-way latency mouth to ear, per ITU G.114 standard
<= 30ms Jitter
<= 1% packet loss
Sufficient bandwidth per call, according to the number of simultaneous calls, and the used
media streams and codecs. For the bandwidth used by each codec refer to section 3.6. Also
refer to 3.7 for a Bandwidth calculator.

For 1-1 conversations, these metrics apply between the two participants whether direct (in the same
network) or via the Circuit TURN Relay server.
For group conversations, these metrics apply end to end from/to participants via Circuit MAC Node
(Relay server and Media server).
3.5. QoS Engineering
Quality of Service is typically implemented in VoIP networks to ensure optimal voice and video quality
by prioritizing real time packets over less delay sensitive traffic. However, its use in WebRTC is not yet
part of the standards, and not supported in browser implementations.
In addition, since Circuit is a public SaaS service accessed over the open Internet, the benefits of QoS
are limited to inside the LAN. That is because end-to-end QoS is not supported over the Internet. In
particular, there is no guarantee that intermediate networks will honor DiffServ settings to give priority to
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real time traffic. In fact, there is not even any guarantee that the DiffServ settings themselves will be
transported unchanged.
Unify is active in the WebRTC standardization bodies IETF and W3C. As standards around WebRTC
evolve, Unify will enhance Circuit to follow the latest recommendations. Currently, there is active
discussion around QoS for WebRTC. As of April 2014, the IETF Transport Working Group has adopted
draft-ietf-tsvwg-rtcweb-qos.
This draft specifies that “A web browser SHOULD use these values to mark the appropriate media
packets” (according to the table below). The Chrome browser does not currently support these settings,
but likely will in the future. Customer networks will then be able to prioritize voice and video streams
sent by the Clients at least to the edge of their networks, and maybe on the first hop to the ISP. In
addition, the Circuit Media Server running in the Data Center will transmit media packets using its
standard DiffServ setting of Expedited Forwarding (EF). Streams received from Circuit may or may not
be marked with priority and so may be treated the same as other packets.
Data Type

Very Low

Low

Medium

High

Audio

CS1 (8)

BE (0)

EF (46)

EF (46)

Interactive Video with or
without audio

CS1 (8)

BE (0)

AF42 (36), AF43 (38)

AF41 (34), AF42 (36)

Non-Interactive Video
with or without audio

CS1 (8)

BE (0)

AF32 (28), AF33 (30)

AF31 (26), AF32 (28)

Data

CS1 (8)

BE (0)

AF1x (10,12,14)

AF2x (18,20,22)

Figure 12: IETF Draft Diffserv Settings
The following table shows the current recommendations for QoS settings for Circuit Browser clients and
Circuit Mobile clients (iOS and Android).
Data Type

Browser
IP Precedence

Mobile Clients
DSCP

WMM

DSCP

Voice

101 - Critical

EF (46)

AC_VI, priority 5 *

EF (46)

Video/Screenshare

101 - Critical

EF (46)

AC_VI, priority 5

AF41 (34)

Figure 13: Circuit Diffserv Settings
QoS for web clients
The browser does not currently set the DSCP parameter. As a workaround, the customer Network
Administrator can use the Windows Group Policy Editor to centrally manage user PC QoS settings. For
voice and video conversations it is recommended to use Expedited Forwarding (46). The GPE only
allows policies to be based on source and destination IP/Port/Protocol. Therefore, it is not possible to
differentiate between Voice and Video/Screenshare. It is possible to differentiate realtime traffic from
Circuit signaling using the IP address of the Circuit service, of if the realtime traffic is using UDP and the
Circuit signaling is using Websockets/TCP.
Circuit uses direct peer-to-peer media connections over the LAN for two party conversations, by default,
unless the user requests recording of the session. Multiparty voice sessions have to be mixed in the
Circuit application, and therefore the voice streams have to be routed over the WAN connection.
It is the customer Network Administrator responsibility to configure network equipment to support high
priority queues, and not specified in this document.
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Figure 14: Windows Group Policy Editor Policy-based QoS - Chrome
The above shows a screenshot of the Windows Group Policy Editor. Four policies are defined which
instruct Windows to set the QoS DSCP Value for packets sent by Chrome to 46 (Expedited
Forwarding).
The first three policies TURN-01, TURN-02 and TURN-03 set DSCP 46 for packets sent to Circuit in the
cloud. Note that this is just an example. The full list of IP addresses to be used for policies is
documented in section 3.10 Firewall Rules Communication Matrix
The fourth policy “WebRTC LAN” sets DSCP 46 for packets sent to other users in the company LAN for
direct media (172.x.x.x in this example), The network administrator should use the correct LAN subnet
in this policy.
Note that these policies only set the DSCP for UDP, which is the preferred transport for media. That
excludes the Circuit signaling, since that uses TCP.
Note that the above QoS policies are for Google Chrome. If other browsers are used, then the
Application Name should be changed to the correct executable. Similarly, the Circuit Desktop client can
be included in QoS policies, using the application executable “circuit.exe”. Alternatively, policies can be
defined which apply to all applications, if a specific application is not provided.

3.5.1. QoS for mobile clients over Wi-Fi
The Circuit mobile clients (iOS and Android) use these DSCP parameters:
•
•

Voice: EF (46)
Video: AF41 (34)

The clients call an API to set the DSCP, but the underlying WebRTC layer sets the corresponding
WMM parameters. Currently this results in selection of WMM traffic type video (AC_VI, priority 5) for
both voice and video.
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3.6. Codecs

Application

Codec

Circuit

Opus

Circuit

iSAC, iLBC

Circuit

Assigned to

Bandwidth
including
overhead

Default for Circuit Voice between two
Circuit clients
First alternative for Circuit Voice

64 kbps

Second alternative for Circuit Voice

87.2 kbps

Circuit

G.711,
G.722
VP8

Default for Circuit Video

512 kbps

Circuit

VP8

Default for Circuit Screenshare

110 kbps

OpenScape
Cloud SIP
OpenScape
Cloud SIP

G.722

Wideband Voice Codec for SIP Phones

87.2 kbps

G.711 Alaw
G.711 µlaw

Voice Codec for SIP Phones

87.2 kbps

Compressed Codec for SIP Phones

32.1 kbps

OpenScape G.729
Cloud SIP
Figure 15: Codecs

10 to 52 kbps

Circuit uses the Codecs supported by Google Chrome. Chrome supports the Opus codec as the default
for voice calls, and the VP8 codec for video calls. Circuit/Chrome also supports iSAC, iLBC, G.722 and
G.711 (PCMu and PCMa) voice codecs and VP9 video codec. When using Internet Explorer 11 with the
Temasys plugin, the same codecs are utilized.
The Opus codec supports constant and variable bitrate encodings from 6 kbps to 510 kbps, frame sizes
from 2.5 ms to 60 ms, and certain sampling rates from 8 kHz (with 4 kHz bandwidth) to 48 kHz.
Currently, it has been observed that Chrome is using 40 kbps per call for Opus. For bandwidth
calculations this has been rounded up to 64 kbps to account for overhead.
VP8 is the default video codec that is used in Circuit. VP8 is owned by Google and is offered license
free.
The bandwidth required for VP8 would be affected by many factors such as window size, amount of
movement etc, making it difficult to estimate. However, the Circuit application currently caps the
bandwidth at 512 kbps per stream. Circuit also uses VP8 for Screensharing with a bandwidth of 110
kbps.
The latest version of Circuit supports features allow the client to control the bandwidth it receives.
Circuit clients send two video streams upstream, one with higher resolution and one with lower
resolution. In the downstream direction, the clients can select which of the two streams to use (higher or
lower resolution). Only the one selected actually consumes downstream bandwidth. The supported
resolutions are as follows:
•

HIGH: high-definition video, up to 1080p (1080p, 720p, 480p)

•
•

MEDIUM: VGA 480p
LOW: the resolution available with 100 kpbs - usually 480 x 360

At any given time, the client may be sending two of these streams:
•
•

CMR and users with HD_VIDAO permission: one HIGH and one LOW resolution stream
All other users: one MEDIUM and one LOW resolution stream
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Each browser client can send 1 video stream, either from a video camera or screenshare (in two
resolutions) but can receive up to 4 video streams plus one screenshare stream (each in two
resolutions). The Circuit Media Server automatically switches the video steams based on the the active
speaker and sends up to four video and one screenshare stream to the browser clients and one
video/screenshare to the mobile clients. The browser clients select which resolution to use for each
stream, depending on bandwidth constraints. In addition, the user can “pin” different streams according
to his choice. In the call stage, the user has three modes to chose from:

•
•
•

Regular call stage: driven by the active speakers
Focus mode: only one video stream is shown
Pinned video: up to four video streams

To save bandwidth on WiFi and Cellular, the Mobile clients only receive one video stream (which can
be used for either video or screenshare).
OpenScape SIP Phones are configured to use G.722, G.711 µ-law (North America and Japan), G.711
A-law (Rest of World), and G.729 as standard codecs. G.722 is a wideband codec and will typically
provide the best voice quality.
Codecs are listed in priority order, with G.722 as highest. That means for calls between two SIP
phones, G.722 will be used. For calls to/from the PSTN, most SIP Trunk Service providers only support
G.711, so that is the codec used.

3.7. Bandwidth Calculator
3.7.1. Circuit Bandwidth

In order to transport Circuit and OpenScape Cloud realtime traffic on the LAN and the WAN
connections to the Circuit data center, it is necessary to design and size the LAN and the WAN
according to the expected bandwidth requirements. To perform this design, it is necessary to make
some assumptions on typical usage by users. Many factors should be taken into account, including the
total number of users at each customer location, and what percentage of them are simultaneously
engaged in Circuit conversations and phone calls, using voice, video and screenshare. We can then
sum up the expected number of simultaneous voice and video streams to estimate the total bandwidth
that would be used during the busiest periods.
At best these calculations are estimates. After a period of experience with Circuit and OpenScape
Cloud in production, the observed bandwidth usage can be refined and updated.
We make some assumptions as follows:
Assumption

Value

Number of active users

100

Number of working hours (8am-6pm)

10

Average Hours each user is active per day

6

Number of active users in the busy hour

60

Working Days per Month

22

Average Number of Active Conversations per user

130
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Average Number of Users per Conversation

6

Average Number of Posts per User per Day

40

Average Post Size (KB)

2

Average Number of Documents per Conversation

3

Average Document Size (KB)

1024

Versions per document

1

Average number of participants per group conversation

4

Per user Circuit RTC Group Conversation BHCA

1 per hour

Average RTC Group Conversation Length in hours

30 mins

Per user Direct call, including user-to-user, user-to-PSTN, PSTNto-user

4 per hour

Average Call duration for Direct calls

3 mins

% of direct calls to and from the PSTN

30%

% of direct user-to-user calls in the same LAN

60%

% of conversations using Voice Only

10%

% of conversations using Voice and Screenshare

65%

% of conversations using Voice, Screenshare and Video

15%

% of conversations using Voice and Video

10%

% of conversations with an additional SIP partipants dialing in
over SIP Trunk

20%

Average number of participants per conversation

4

Bandwidth used by each voice channel (OPUS)

64 kbps

Bandwidth used by each screen share channel

110 kbps

Bandwidth (max) used by each video channel (VP8)

512 kbps

Bandwidth used by G.711 and G.722

87.2 kbps

Figure 16: Usage Assumptions
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These assumptions result in the following calculations:

Calculation

Value

Comment

Number of active users in the busy hour

60

100 x 6hrs/10 hrs

Number of Simultaneous Group Calls

8

60 * (0.25 BHCA /4 users) * 0.5 hrs

Number of concurrent users in RTC
conversations

32

8 * 4 participants per conversation

Number of Direct calls in the busy hour

12

60 * 4 BHCA * 3/60 average call time

Number of Direct calls to/from PSTN

4

12 * 30%

Number of Direct calls routed over WAN
(the two users are not in the same
network)

2

12 * 15%

Figure 17: Simultaneous Usage

The above assumptions result in the following bandwidth calculations:
Bandwidth on the
Internet Backbone
Connection

Number of
Users

Group Call
Bandwidth for voice

32 * 10%

Group Call
Bandwidth for
Voice and
Screenshare

Per-user

Per-user

Upstream

Downstream

Total Upstream
Bandwidth

Total Downstream
Bandwidth

kbps

kbps

64

64

204.8

204.8

32 * 65%

64 + 512/4

64+512

3993.6

11980.8

=20.8

= 192

= 576

Group Call
Bandwidth for
Voice, Screenshare
and Video

32 * 15%

64 + 512

64 + 512

2764.8

2764.8

=4.8

= 576

= 576

Group Call
Bandwidth for
Voice and Video

32 * 10%

64 + 512

64 + 512

1,843.2

1,843.2

=3.2

= 576

= 576

Direct Call

2 * 10%

64

64

12.8

12.8

Bandwidth for voice

= 0.2

Direct Call
Bandwidth for
Voice and
Screenshare

2 * 65%

64 + 256

64 + 256

416

416

= 1.3

= 320

= 320

Direct Call
Bandwidth for

2 * 15%

64 + 512

64 + 512

172.8

172.8

=3.2
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Voice, Screenshare
and Video

= 0.3

= 576

= 576

Direct Call
Bandwidth for
Voice and Video

2 * 10%

64 + 512

64 + 512

=0.2

= 576

= 576

Direct call
bandwidth for
PSTN calls

4

64

64

Totals

115.2

115.2

256

256

9779.2 kbps

17766.4 kbps

Figure 18: Bandwidth Estimations
Circuit will use direct media between the users of a two-party conversation when both are connected to
the same customer LAN. This will reduce the bandwidth needed on the WAN connection, and enable
optimal voice quality, via QoS settings to prioritize real time traffic, as long as this is implemented at the
customer site. Similarly, a call between two OpenScape Cloud phone users at the same site will use
direct media streams over the LAN and will not use WAN bandwidth. In a future release, Unify will
enhance the interworking between Circuit clients and phones to allow direct media.
An Excel based bandwidth estimator is available at https://confluence.dev.globalintra.net:8443/display/PS/Circuit+Bandwidth+Estimator
Partners can request the latest version of it through Unify PreSales contacts.

3.7.2. OpenScape Cloud Bandwidth
A separate bandwidth estimator tool is available for customers of OpenScape Cloud. This tool is based
on Microsoft Excel. This tool calculates the total bandwidth for each customer site, comprising all traffic
types, including Circuit clients and SIP phones, making and receiving PSTN calls, one-to-one calls on
network, and conference calls.
The Tool can be downloaded from https://nuxeo.unify.com/nuxeo/site/proxy/nxdoc/view/raw/68b7f133-1c8f4e0e-bb6e-89d46dc369ac
A user guide for the tool can be downloaded from
https://nuxeo.unify.com/nuxeo/site/proxy/nxdoc/view/pdf/bca6f38e-5646-41ce-9c04-0baa49f17c36
The customer can enter each of the corporate sites into the tool, provide the number of users at each
site, ratios of Circuit to SIP users, and whether the site has local PSTN gateway and/or Telephony
Connector. The tool makes some assumptions about user behavior such as how many calls are made
in a typical busy hour, which are input to the calculations. The tool will then calculate the estimated
bandwidth for each Site, including up-stream and down-stream.
The following cells in the spreadsheet are pre-filled with default values but can be overwritten. They
determine the badwidth calculation based on different call scenarios of Circuit, SIP, PSTN etc:
The Busy hour concurrent calls

30%

thereof external calls (PSTN)
Ratio of point-to-point calls total

50%
30%

Ratio of point-to-point calls to
other sites

50%

Ratio of non-Circuit users

10%
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% of users making Circuit calls simultaneously (peak)
(default 30%)
% of users using Circuit for external calls (default 50%)
% of calls that are not conference calls (default 30%);
this one is important to calculate the Traffic Model
‘Circuit Call Scenarios’ (see Section 5.1)
% of calls where the caller is on another site than the
callee (default 50%); this one is important to calculate
the Traffic Model ‘Other Site Call Scenarios’ (see Section
5.4)
% of users using a non-Circuit device (i.e. deskphone)
for calls (default 10%); this one is important to
calculate the Traffic Model ‘Mixed Call Scenarios’ (see
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Section 5.3)
Total number of sites

15

in the current version up to 15 sites can be calculated,
when changing the number of sites, the layout is
adapted to site quantity in means of showing the
relevant rows only.
The following cells in the spreadsheet are pre-filled with default values but can be overwritten. They
determine the badwidth calculation based on different media types for voice, video and screenshare:

p2p: Voice only
p2p: Voice & Screen Share
p2p: Voice & Video
group: Voice only
group: Voice & Screen Share
group: Voice & Video

20%
60%
20%
20%
60%
20%

%
%
%
%
%
%

of
of
of
of
of
of

p2p calls with voice only
p2p calls voice & screen share
p2p calls voice & video
group calls with voice only
group calls voice & screen share
group calls voice & video

Note: the totals for p2p must add up to 100%, and the totals for group must add up to 100%
Once these inputs have been filled (or the defaults accepted), the user should fill in the lines for
different corporate sites. The inputs to be filled in are;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of users per site
On site Telephony Connector (yes/no)
On site PSTN Gateway (yes/no)
On site Internet Access (yes/no)
Site code of the Telephony connector used
Site code of the PSTN gateway used
Site code of the Internet Access used

Cell Header
Site Code or Number

Format
alpha-numeric

Amount of users / site
on site TC

numeric
drop-down menu (yes / no)

on site PSTN GW

drop-down menu (yes / no)

on site INAC

drop-down menu (yes / no)

used TC

drop down menu (site code or
number)

used PSTN GW

drop down menu (site code or
number)

used INAC

drop down menu (site code or
number)

Explanation
Any alpha-numeric site code can be added
representing the site. It is recommended not to use
site codes that are too long, as short site codes makes
it easier to find the site in the drop down menus
below.
The number of users assigned to that site.
Chose from the drop down menu if an Telephony
Connector 1 resides on that site (yes) or not (no).
Chose from the drop down menu if that site has direct
PSTN access 2 (yes) or not (no).
Chose from the drop down menu if that site has direct
InterNet ACcess (yes) or not (no).
Chose the Telephony Connector site used by the users
of that site. The drop-down menu is automatically
filled with the TCs available. If the site has an on-site
TC, this should be the site code to select.
Chose the PSTN gateway site used by the users of
that site. The drop-down menu is automatically filled
with the gateways available. If the site has an on-site
gateway, this should be the site code to select.
Chose the site which is used by the users of that site
for internet access. The drop-down menu is
automatically filled with the INACs available. If the
site has an internet access on its own, this should be
the site code to select.

Once all inputs have been filled, the user should click the “Calculate” button, and the spreadsheet
calculates the following:
•
•
•
•

Upstream WAN bandwidth from the site
Downstream WAN bandwidth to the site
Upstream internet bandwidth from the site (if there is an on-site internet access)
Downstream internet bandwidth to the site (if there is an on-site internet access)
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The following is a screenshot of the bandwidth tool, showing an example customer with a number of
sites in Germany.
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Figure 19: OpenScape Cloud Bandwidth Estimator - example
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3.8. Home Worker Considerations
Circuit should work in Home Worker environments out-of-the-box, without any special configuration.
That is because most residential xDSL/Cable gateways with FW/NAT will allow outbound connections
needed by Circuit. Refer to Figure 23: Circuit Communication Matrix – SMB/SOHO Network for details
of the connections.
Circuit can be used by remote workers over a Corporate VPN. However, this has some disadvantages
as follows:
•
•

For group conversations, it causes the conversation bandwidth to be transported twice over the
Corporate WAN connection (once over the VPN, and again between Corporate VPN
concentrator and Circuit data center)
The media streams are encrypted and decrypted by the VPN software (in addition to WebRTC
encryption), which takes extra CPU processing, and causes added delay. This could degrade
the voice/video quality

Therefore, Unify recommends that customer IT departments implement Split Tunnel VPN technology, to
allow Circuit traffic to flow direct to the internet, outside the VPN tunnel. Alternatively, remote workers
should disconnect from their VPN while using Circuit.
3.9. Firewall and Proxy Considerations
Circuit is a cloud-based Software-as-a-Service. The Customer network must satisfy some connectivity
requirements to allow Circuit to work properly. These requirements are detailed below.
It can be a challenge to allow Circuit to traverse the border between the corporate network and the
public internet. firewalls, NATs and proxy servers are often deployed in customer networks to
implement secure access, and to protect company resources from the outside.
If the customer has a particularly restrictive internet access policy, it could be that Circuit will not work
correctly, without some changes. If that is the case, then the customer IT department must be
consulted.
3.9.1. Stateful Firewalls and NAT
Atos UCC assumes that customers use stateful firewall/NAT devices to protect their private networks.
Circuit and OpenScape Cloud connections can traverse these devices using standard methods, similar
to Web Browser traffic. In particular, Circuit and OpenScape Cloud signaling and media connections
are always established in the outbound direction from customer to Cloud. The firewall must allow the
outbound connections, to the IP addresses listed in the document for Circuit and OpenScape Cloud.
The firewall/NAT will block any packets in the inbound direction, unless belonging to an already
established session which was previously established outbound. The firewall/NAT should support
stateful mode for both TCP and UDP. Unlike typical browser traffic which uses destination TCP ports 80
and 443, WebRTC realtime and OpenScape Cloud voice packets use UDP. Most modern firewalls
support UDP stateful flows. Pinholes and NAT bindings must be established and refreshed until a timer
expires due to lack of packets.
In the communications matrices in the following section, the port ranges 1024..65536 are source ports
of the devices inside the customer network. The Destination IP and Port are as listed in the doc. Eg for
DLS the destination is 5.10.66.123:18443 and 18444. Note that the FW does not need to open all those
ports, but instead only allows return packets on the connection that was established from the device to
the DLS.
Similar for the SIP Signaling and Media, the stateful firewall/NAT should simply pinhole the traffic based
on the outbound connection established from inside to out. NAT bindings will only exist for those
connections, so the NAT will not allow any other traffic in the inbound direction.
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3.9.2. Signaling Path
Circuit is a leading-edge application, which is an example of the “real-time web”. In order to provide the
best possible user experience, Circuit requires full-duplex communication between the clients and the
server. In particular, the server must be able to update the browser frequently, in order to indicate
incoming conversations, new messages, presence indications etc. To achieve this two-way
communication, Circuit implements the HTML5 WebSockets standard. WebSockets is a future proof
technology, which supersedes techniques like AJAX and Long Polling, which are not as efficient.
WebSockets use HTTPS to perform a handshake between the client and the server to establish the
communication channel. Once the channel is established, messages can be sent in either direction.
These messages are not based on the HTTP protocol, but are application defined.
When the client first connects to the Circuit logon page, it does so using HTTPS. Once the user logs on,
the WebSockets connection is established. Once established, the communication between the client
GUI and the Circuit server is done over the WebSocket.
The Clients must be able to connect via HTTPS to port 443 (HTTPS) of the Circuit URL. As long as the
customer network allows access to all destinations on the public internet, users should be able to reach
the Circuit logon screen, just as any other secure internet application (such as a banking application).
When the user logs on, the client will establish the WebSockets connection.
If the customer network uses an HTTP proxy, the browser detects the proxy setting automatically. At
logon to Circuit, the browser will request the establishment of the WebSocket by first setting up the
HTTPS connection, and then upgrading it to WebSockets secure. The Proxy must support this flow.
If the Proxy uses Authentication, the browser will supply the user credentials in response to the
challenge.
If the Proxy employs specific Whitelists, the Circuit URL (na.yourcircuit.com or eu.yourcircuit.com) has
to be added to the Whitelist.

3.9.3. Media Path
Unlike the Signaling Path, the Media Path is much harder to pass through firewalls, NATs and Proxies.
This is due to the fact that media uses UDP ephemeral ports (>1024), media is peer-to-peer, and
firewalls/NAT typically prevent inbound connections. To accommodate these issues, Circuit uses
standard techniques recommended by the IETF, such as STUN (Session Traversal Utilities for NAT),
TURN (Traversal Using Relays around NAT) and ICE (Interactive Connectivity Establishment).
Refer to
•
•
•

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5389 (STUN)
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5766 (TURN)
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5245 (ICE)

Circuit attempts to connect the Media path using three different methods, in the order of priority below.
UDP is preferred, since it gives the best performance. If UDP does not work, Circuit tries TCP. If that
does not work, Circuit tries TLS.
1. UDP Hole Punching: UDP traffic from the client network to a destination on the public internet.
Depending on the destination (another client in a 1-1 conversation, or the Circuit Media Servers
for a multi-party conversation), Circuit tries multiple IP/Port combinations. When direct
communication fails, Circuit can relay media via port 3478..3485 of Circuit MAC Node IP
addresses. In some scenarios, a connection will be made to the TURN relay ports
49151..65535 when the other party is using TURN. For a multi-party conversation, Circuit will
try to connect directly to the media server ports 20000..34999. The source UDP port on the
client is an ephemeral port (in the range 49152..65000) so the firewall shall not add any
restriction on it. (The Circuit TURN server IP addresses are listed in section 3.10)
2. TCP to port 443: The customer can allow TCP connection from any IP/port in the client
network to port 443 of the Circuit TURN server IPs. If the customer network uses a Proxy
Server, the browser will establish the connection via the Proxy, unless there is an exception in
the PAC file deployed on the user’s machine.
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3. HTTP Tunneling over TLS to port 443: The customer can allow TCP connection from any
IP/port in the client network to port 443 of the Circuit TURN server IPs. If the customer network
uses a Proxy Server, the browser will establish the connection via the Proxy, unless there is an
exception in the PAC file deployed on the user’s machine.
Note that for a 1-1 conversation between two users in the same network, Circuit will use direct media
over UDP, which is routed internally within the network.

3.10. Firewall Rules Communication Matrix
The following tables show the communication matrix for Circuit and OpenScape Cloud traffic from a
corporate network, and from a SMB/SOHO network. The difference between the two is that corporate
networks often use NAT devices that implement Symmetric NAT. Symmetric NAT enforces that traffic
flows coming from the public network must use the same far-end IP/Port combination as the outbound
flow initiated from the inside network. As a result, in most cases, the Circuit media connection must be
relayed via the Circuit MAC Node TURN server (ports 3478..3485). It is recommended to allow traffic to
the direct Media Server ports on the same server (ports 20000..34999). In addition, ports 49152..65535
on the MAC Nodes are used for the Relay ports and should be allowed by the corporate firewall.
In the case of a SMB/SOHO network, or any network without Symmetric NAT, Circuit media should be
able to connect to any other IP address on the public internet, as long as it is not restricted by the
firewall. If it is restricted, then all media will flow via the Circuit TURN server relay.
In the communication matrix, replace “Circuit IP” with the addresses corresponding to the Circuit
system which serves the customer:
•

Circuit IP - EU System (https://eu.yourcircuit.com)
•
35.241.13.179

•

Circuit IP – Americas System (https://na.yourcircuit.com)
•
35.244.135.245

•

Circuit TURN IPs - EU System (eu.yourcircuit.com)
•
Refer to table Figure 20: Circuit EU TURN Server IP Addresses

•

Circuit TURN IPs – Americas System (na.yourcircuit.com)
•
Refer to table Figure 21: Circuit NA TURN Server IP Addresses

Note: other URLs and IP addresses will be used for private Circuit Builder deployments, but are not
listed here.
The following tables show the URLs and corresponding IP addresses for the Circuit TURN servers,
which host multiparty conversations, and implement STUN and TURN protocols for NAT Traversal
support.
Circuit works best using UDP as transport for realtime voice, and video. In order to support UDP in
large corporate networks, several steps may be necessary:
•
•

Proxy bypass for UDP flows, using exceptions in the .pac file distributed to user pcs.
Routing to the Circuit public IP addresses published in the corporate network to route packets
to the appropriate internet breakout point (firewall/NAT device).
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TURN Server Name

IP Address

turn-eu-01.yourcircuit.com

35.198.160.164

turn-eu-02.yourcircuit.com

35.234.82.84

turn-eu-03.yourcircuit.com

35.198.137.40

turn-eu-04.yourcircuit.com

35.234.82.159

turn-eu-05.yourcircuit.com

35.198.189.97

turn-eu-06.yourcircuit.com

35.242.194.78

turn-eu-07.yourcircuit.com

35.198.112.32

turn-eu-08.yourcircuit.com

35.242.217.69

turn-eu-09.yourcircuit.com

35.242.229.76

turn-eu-10.yourcircuit.com

35.242.255.241

turn-eu-11.yourcircuit.com

35.190.203.114

turn-eu-12.yourcircuit.com

104.155.77.211

turn-eu-13.yourcircuit.com

35.241.224.150

turn-eu-14.yourcircuit.com

35.189.247.129

turn-eu-15.yourcircuit.com

35.241.195.61

turn-eu-16.yourcircuit.com

35.241.156.20

turn-eu-17.yourcircuit.com

35.195.199.111

turn-eu-18.yourcircuit.com

35.233.25.53

turn-eu-19.yourcircuit.com

35.241.169.19

turn-eu-20.yourcircuit.com

104.199.5.211

turn-eu-21.yourcircuit.com

35.198.175.241

turn-eu-22.yourcircuit.com

35.234.92.152

turn-eu-23.yourcircuit.com

35.242.253.238

turn-eu-24.yourcircuit.com

35.198.183.80

turn-eu-25.yourcircuit.com

35.234.108.245

turn-eu-26.yourcircuit.com

35.198.174.156

turn-eu-27.yourcircuit.com

35.198.163.227

turn-eu-28.yourcircuit.com

35.242.253.193

turn-eu-29.yourcircuit.com

35.198.78.135

turn-eu-30.yourcircuit.com

35.198.133.173

turn-eu-31.yourcircuit.com

35.195.130.118

turn-eu-32.yourcircuit.com

35.205.51.150

turn-eu-33.yourcircuit.com

35.240.73.25

turn-eu-34.yourcircuit.com

35.195.97.239

turn-eu-35.yourcircuit.com

35.241.200.104
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turn-eu-36.yourcircuit.com

104.155.39.171

turn-eu-37.yourcircuit.com

35.187.124.92

turn-eu-38.yourcircuit.com

35.205.45.229

turn-eu-39.yourcircuit.com

35.205.218.125

turn-eu-40.yourcircuit.com

104.155.101.65

turn-eu-41.yourcircuit.com

35.197.185.191

turn-eu-42.yourcircuit.com

35.189.16.215

turn-eu-43.yourcircuit.com

35.189.56.248

turn-eu-44.yourcircuit.com
35.189.25.133
Figure 20: Circuit EU TURN Server IP Addresses

TURN Server Name

IP Address

turn-na-01.yourcircuit.com

35.226.209.202

turn-na-02.yourcircuit.com

35.225.221.102

turn-na-03.yourcircuit.com

35.224.183.221

turn-na-04.yourcircuit.com

35.226.200.186

turn-na-05.yourcircuit.com

35.231.96.196

turn-na-06.yourcircuit.com

35.185.76.244

turn-na-07.yourcircuit.com

35.229.97.168

turn-na-08.yourcircuit.com

35.196.56.159

Figure 21: Circuit NA TURN Server IP Addresses

Whenever issues are suspected with either proxy servers or firewalls, it may be necessary to whitelist
the Circuit URLs shown above, to allow access.
If the HTTP proxy supports defining access control with a partially qualified URL, the recommendation
is to white list ".yourcircuit.com".
For example, using a squid proxy, the following rules can be defined:
acl Circuit1 url_regex .yourcircuit.com
acl Circuit2 dst 35.241.13.179
http_access allow Circuit1
http_access allow Circuit2

Note: in the tables in the following sections, the Client is shown to use source ports in the range
1024..65535 for media. This applies to browser, desktop and mobile clients. If the Circuit UTC/ATC is
deployed in the customer network, it defaults to ports 10000..49999.
In all cases, TCP and UDP flows are initiated in the outbound direction, from the trusted side of the
firewall to the untrusted side. It is not required to open large UDP port ranges to the internet, which
exposes the trusted side, as long as the firewall is stateful. A stateful firewall only allows inbound UDP
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packets for the same connection that was previously opened in the outbound direction. Any packets
received from the internet which do not match an established outbound connection are dropped.
This is shown in the tables below as “Stateful UDP Outbound”.
UDP is the preferred transport for VoIP. If the corporate security department does not permit UDP, then
Circuit can still work over TCP to the STUN/TURN servers. Worst case, Circuit can tunnel over port
443, but this is least preferred, since it will not provide optimal voice quality.
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3.10.1. Circuit Client Communication Matrix – Corporate Network
Corporate network
Source IP

Source Port

Destination IP

type

Dest Port

Service

Comments

Corporate network IP

1024..65535

Circuit IP

TCP

443

Circuit Logon

Client connection to Circuit

STUN,

Used for NAT Traversal

Stateful
UDP
Outbound
Corporate network IP

Corporate network IP

Corporate network IP

1024..65535

1024..65535

1024..65535

Circuit TURN IPs

Or TCP

3478..3485

TURN (Media Relay)

Media Relay between Circuit clients

Circuit TURN IPs

Stateful
UDP
Outbound

20000..34999

Direct Media to Circuit
MS

Connections to Conferences in the
Circuit Cloud

Circuit TURN IPs

Stateful
UDP
Outbound

49152..65535

Media to Relay Ports of
TURN server

Allows media to be exchanged with
TURN Relay ports
Used for one-to-one conversations with
other users in the Internet, such as
home workers and Mobile phones

Corporate network IP

1024..65535

any internet IP

Stateful
UDP
Outbound

Corporate network IP

1024..65535

Circuit TURN IPs

TCP

443

STUN/TURN (Media)

Fallback only needed if UDP not allowed

Corporate network IP

1024..65535

Circuit TURN IPs

TLS

443

STUN/TURN (Media)

Fallback only needed if UDP not allowed

Corporate network IP

Stateful
UDP
Outbound

49152..65535

Direct Media within same
network

Used for one-to-one conversations with
other users in the same network (does
not traverse the internet firewall)

Corporate network IP

1024..65535
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49152..65535

Direct Media to another
user in the internet

If this is not allowed, all media goes via
TURN Server instead, over ports
3478..3485

Corporate network
Source IP

Source Port

Destination IP

type

Dest Port

Service

Comments

TCP

443

Circuit Meeting Room
access to Unify SWS

Access to CMR software updates

443

Circuit Meeting Room
access to Software
updates

Access to Operating System software
updates

sws.unify.com
Corporate network IP

1024..65535

217.115.74.170
unifysws.signin.aws.amazon.com
205.251.242.160

Corporate network IP

1024..65535

TCP

Figure 22: Circuit Communication Matrix - Corporate Network
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3.10.2. Circuit Client Communication Matrix – SMB/SOHO
Private network
Source IP

Source Port

Destination IP

type

Dest Port

Service

Comments

Private network IP

1024..65535

Circuit IP

TCP

443

Circuit Logon

Client connection to Circuit

STUN,

Used for NAT Traversal

Circuit TURN IPs

Stateful
UDP
Outbound

3478..3485

TURN (Media Relay)

Media Relay between Circuit clients

Circuit TURN IPs

Stateful
UDP
Outbound

20000..34999

Direct Media to Circuit
MS

Connections to Conferences in the
Circuit Cloud

Circuit TURN IPs

Stateful
UDP
Outbound

49152..65535

Media to Relay Ports of
TURN server

Allows media to be exchanged with
TURN Relay ports

any internet IP

Stateful
UDP
Outbound

49152..65535

Direct Media to another
user in the internet

Used for one-to-one conversations with
other users in the Internet, such as
home workers and Mobile phones

Private network IP

Stateful
UDP
Outbound

49152..65535

Direct Media within same
LAN

Used for one-to-one conversations with
other users in the same network (does
not traverse the internet firewall)

TCP

443

Circuit Meeting Room
access to Unify SWS

Access to CMR software updates

443

Circuit Meeting Room
access to Software
updates

Access to Operating System software
updates

Private network IP

Private network IP

Private network IP

Private network IP

Private network IP

1024..65535

1024..65535

1024..65535

1024..65535

1024..65535

sws.unify.com
Corporate network IP

1024..65535

217.115.74.170
unifysws.signin.aws.amazon.com
205.251.242.160

Corporate network IP

1024..65535

TCP

Figure 23: Circuit Communication Matrix – SMB/SOHO Network
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3.10.3. Circuit Telephony Connector Communication Matrix
The following table shows the communication matrix for the Circuit Telephony Connector (ATC/UTC).

Corporate network
Source IP

Source Port

Destination IP

type

Dest Port

Service

Comments

UTC/ATC IP

1024..65535

Circuit IP

TCP

443

Circuit Logon

Client connection to Circuit

STUN,

Discover NAT, Server Reflexive address

Circuit TURN IPs

Stateful
UDP
Outbound

3478..3485

TURN (Media Relay)

Media Relay between Circuit clients

Circuit TURN IPs

Stateful
UDP
Outbound

20000..34999

Direct Media to Circuit
MS

Connections to Conferences in the
Circuit Cloud

Circuit TURN IPs

Stateful
UDP
Outbound

10000..49999
UTC/ATC IP

UTC/ATC IP
10000..49999
UTC/ATC IP
10000..49999
UTC/ATC IP

Allows media to be exchanged with
TURN Relay ports

49152..65535

Media to Relay Ports of
TURN server

any internet IP

Stateful
UDP
Outbound

49152..65535

Direct Media to other
outside user

Used for one-to-one conversations with
other users in the Internet, such as
home workers and Mobile phones

10000..49999

Circuit TURN IPs

TCP

443

STUN/TURN (Media)

Fallback only needed if UDP not allowed

UTC/ATC IP

10000..49999

Circuit TURN IPs

TLS

443

STUN/TURN (Media)

Fallback only needed if UDP not allowed

UTC/ATC IP

10000..49999
Corporate
network IP

Stateful
UDP
Outbound

49152..65535

Direct Media within same
network

Media streams within the same network

10000..49999
UTC/ATC IP

Figure 24: Circuit Telephony Connector (ATC/UTC) Communication Matrix
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recommended

3.10.4. OpenScape Cloud SIP Phone Communication Matrix
The following tables show the communication matrix for OpenScape Cloud SIP phones, in the case where the phones connect direct to OpenScape
Cloud over the internet, with NAT Traversal at the end customer site. This is the normal case.
The following are the relevant FQDN and IP addresses for the OpenScape Cloud Deployments. Be sure to select the EU or NA elements, depending
on which system you connect to.
Usage

FQDN

OpenScape Cloud User SBC EU

sbc-03-eu.yourcircuit.com

OpenScape Cloud ATC SBC EU

sbc-02-eu.yourcircuit.com

Deployment Server EU
File Server EU

No.
1

Service
SIP TLS
Signalling (SIPPhone)

IP Address

35.234.104.141
35.246.220.66

dls-01-eu.yourcircuit.com

34.89.193.224

fs-01-eu.yourcircuit.com

34.89.193.224

Source
location

Source
Port

FQDN

Destination
IP Address /
Network

Customer
network

any

sbc-03-eu.yourcircuit.com

35.234.104.141

TCP

65061

Cloud

35.234.104.141
35.246.220.66
35.189.227.76

UDP

1000049999

Cloud

UDP

5004 – 5065

Customer network

2

SRTP
Media Streams
(SIP-Phone and
CircuitClient)

Customer
network

any

sbc-03-eu.yourcircuit.com
sbc-02-eu.yourcircuit.com

3

SRTP
direct media Unify
Phones

Customer
network

5004 –
5065

Customer network

4

DHCP

Customer
network
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Protocol

Destination
Port

location

Customer network

5

DNS

Customer
network

6

NTP
Time Service

Customer
network

7

DLS Phone
configuration

8

PING to DLS

9

Phone firmware
download

Customer
network
Customer
network
Customer
network

10

Phone Deployment

11

Phone Deployment

any

customer DNS-Server

UDP
TCP

any

customer DNS-Server or
pool.ntp.org

any

dls-01-eu.yourcircuit.com

ICMP 0,8

53

Customer network

UDP
TCP

123

Customer network
or
Internet

34.89.193.224

TCP

18443 &
18444

Cloud

dls-01-eu.yourcircuit.com

34.89.193.224

ICMP

ICMP 0,8

Cloud

any

fs-01-eu.yourcircuit.com

34.89.193.224

TCP

444

Cloud

Customer
network

any

cloud-setup.com

188.64.18.41

TCP

18443

Cloud

Customer
network

any

ocsp.unify.com

217.115.74.92

TCP

80

Cloud

Figure 25: OpenScape Cloud SIP Communication Matrix for EU OpenScape Cloud
The above table shows the communications matrix for the EU OpenScape Cloud.
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3.10.5. OpenScape Cloud On-Premise SBC Communication Matrix
In some deployments, the customer may use an OpenScape Session Border Controller in the Corporate Network, to interwork with the OpenScape Cloud.
There are several reasons to use this scenario, such as:
•
•

The need to interwork with an on on-premise PBX, and/or and on-premises TDM or SIP Gateway
The need for a security device in the customer network DMZ to provide a single gateway to the internet

The OpenScape Session Border Controller can be deployed as a LAN device, where it sites behind the corporate firewall. In this case, the firewall has to
open the relevant ports to/from the OpenScape SBC. The OpenScape SBC can also be deployed in parallel to the corporate firewall, where it has a direct
connection to the internet, as well as a LAN connection. The OpenScape SBC is a fully hardened secure device.

The following table shows the communication matrix for OpenScape Cloud SIP phones and the OpenScape Session Border Controller.

Private network
Source IP

Source Port

Destination IP

type

Dest Port

Service

Comments

TLS

* Please
contact Unify

Secure SIP Signaling

Secure SIP Signaling to on
prem SBC

On-prem
Private network IP
SIP Phones

32786 61000

OpenScape SBC
Private IP

5004 – 5065

Private IP

UDP

10000..49999

SRTP

Media Streams between
phone and Cloud, for PSTN
calls, calls with Circuit users,
tones and announcements

5061

OpenScape Cloud
SBC IPs

TLS

* Please
contact Unify

Secure SIP Signaling

Secure SIP Signaling to
OpenScape Cloud

OpenScape Cloud
SBC IPs

Stateful
UDP
Outbound

SRTP

Media Streams between
phone and Cloud, for PSTN
calls, calls with Circuit users,
tones and announcements

On-prem
OpenScape SBC

Private network IP
SIP Phones
On-prem
OpenScape SBC
Public IP
On-prem
OpenScape SBC
Public IP

10000..49999
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10000..49999

Private network
Source IP

Source Port

Local PC

Destination IP

type

Dest Port

Service

Comments

On-prem
1024 - 65535

OpenScape SBC

TLS

443

HTTPS

Local Management

Private IP

1024 - 65535

Time Server

UDP or
TCP

123

SNTP

Time server client

Private network IP
SIP Phones

1024 - 65535

DNS Server

UDP or
TCP

53

DNS

Resolve IP address of Cloud

On-prem
OpenScape SBC

Figure 26: On-Premise OpenScape SBC Communication Matrix
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4. Typical Circuit Customer
Scenarios
This section describes the typical networking scenarios we expect to encounter at various Circuit
customers. It describes how Circuit clients connect to the service for both the client interface and for
realtime media streams (voice, video and screenshare) used by conversations.

Figure 27: Customer Firewall and Proxy Arrangements

At a high level, scenarios are split between typical SOHO/SMB customers and larger corporate
enterprise customers. SOHO/SMB customers typically provide internet access to users via a firewall,
NAT and edge router connected to a broadband connection. Often the firewall, NAT and router
functions are provided in a combined device. Circuit connectivity in such an enviroment is relatively
simple. Typical corporate enterprise customers deploy more sophisticated networking and security. In
particular, proxy servers are used to restrict user access to the internet. All user connections must be
routed via the proxy. In some cases, the proxy requires user clients to authenticate. The firewall/NAT
only allows outbound connections from the proxy. The firewall then allows other protocols/ports as
needed by business applications. In a proxy enviroment, Circuit connectivity is more complex.
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4.1. SOHO and SMB Customers
In this scenario, the customer does not use a Proxy Server. This would be the case for a SOHO/SMB
customer. All outbound connections to the internet flow through a firewall and NAT device (often a
combined device). The firewall restricts access to known protocols and may restrict access to known
sources and destinatons. Circuit URLs may need to be added to the firewall whitelists.

The Circuit Client will connect to the Circuit server (https://na.yourcircuit.com or
https://eu.yourcircuit.com) via HTTPS on destination port 443. This is similar to any secure internet
server. The Circuit Media Streams will use UDP ports (3478..3485, 49152..65535 and 20000..34999) to
destination IPs turn**.yourcircuit.com, if the firewall allows outbound UDP. UDP is the preferred media
transport for optimal performance. The firewall must allow the outbound HTTPS (443) and UDP
connections. The NAT bindings for the UDP streams must be preserved for the length of the
conversations.
If the firewall allows outbound connections to any internet IP, and the NAT is not symmetric, then
Circuit 1-1 calls will route direct to far end IP addresses in the internet, without using the Circuit Relay
servers.
In this scenario, if Circuit cannot connect over UDP, it tries to connect over TCP port 443 or TLS over
port 443. If the firewall blocks UDP, it is likely that TCP or TLS will be allowed through, since port 443 is
usually allowed for HTTPS. In particular, if the client can logon to Circuit, and navigate the user
interface, then realtime calls (voice and video) should also work, even if they have to use TCP/TLS.

Figure 28: SOHO/SMB Scenario
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4.2. Enterprise with HTTP Proxy – UDP Allowed
Typical large corporate customers use a Proxy Server to further secure access to the public internet. By
default, all corporate users must route outbound HTTP(S) connections via the Proxy Server, and the
firewall restricts outbound access to those originated by the Proxy. Other protocols have to be
specifically allowed by the firewall.

The browser uses the HTTP Proxy for the Circuit Client session, as specified in the PAC file, or in the
connection settings. PAC files are typically controlled by Windows Group Policy.

In this case, the Proxy must support WebSockets Secure to allow the Circuit clients to connect to the
Circuit URLs (https://na.yourcircuit.com or https://eu.yourcircuit.com). For real time conversations
(voice, video and screensharing) Circuit will try to route Media over UDP to the far end. For a 1-1
conversation, when both users are behind NAT, the connection has to be relayed via the Circuit Turn
Servers. For a multiparty conversation, the connection is made to the Circuit Media servers on ports
20000..34999.
The firewall may allow these UDP connections from user devices or may need to be configured with
exception rules (allow outbound UDP ports 3478..3485, 49152..65535 and 20000..34999 to destination
IPs turn**.yourcircuit.com).

Figure 29: Enterprise Scenario with UDP Media
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4.3. Enterprise with HTTP Proxy – Proxy Bypass
In the case where the Proxy Server cannot support WebSockets Secure, it may be necessary to
temporarily bypass the Proxy Server, and route Circuit client connections directly. This may be needed
if users cannot login to the Circuit application.

If this is the case, then the corporate IT department would need to be involved to modify the PAC file to
provide an exception the Circuit Client by adding the Circuit URL (https://na.yourcircuit.com or
https://eu.yourcircuit.com) to the exceptions. The firewall must also be able to accept these direct
connections.

Figure 30: Enterprise Scenario with Proxy Bypass
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4.4. Enterprise with HTTP Proxy – TCP or TLS
In this scenario, an enterprise customer uses a Proxy Server, and the firewall blocks UDP traffic.
Security policy prevents a change to the firewall.

Circuit will try to connect media streams using UDP, and will fail. Circuit then tries to connect over TCP
followed by TLS over port 443 (HTTPS) to the Circuit Turn Server.

In that case, the browser uses the HTTP Proxy for the Circuit client session and also sends the media
streams to the Proxy. The Proxy settings are specified in either the PAC file, or in the connection
settings. If the Proxy needs to be provisioned with whitelists, then *.yourcircuit.com should be added.

If the Proxy is very strict it may still block the Media Streams, because it detects that the protocol is not
HTTP/HTML. If so, then the realtime conversations will fail, and the only solution is to bypass the proxy.

Figure 31: Enterprise Scenario with TCP/TLS
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4.5. Enterprise TCP or TLS with Proxy Bypass
In cases where Circuit connectivity through a Proxy fails, the only solution might be to temporarily
bypass the Proxy, and route directly via the firewall.

If either the Circuit Client API or the Circuit Media is blocked by the Proxy, then these connections can
be made to bypass the Proxy, by configuring exceptions in the PAC file. Since the PAC file is usually
distributed via Windows Group Policy, these exceptions would have to be made by the IT department.
The firewall policy might also need to be modified to allow direct connections to the Circuit URLs from
users.

Figure 32: Enterprise Scenario TCP/TLS with Proxy Bypass
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5. PSTN Access
5.1. Circuit System-wide PSTN Dial-in and Guest Access
Circuit provides system-wide dial-in over SIP Trunking in several countries, and these are available to
all tenancies in Circuit.
Users can dial in to Circuit conversations from PBX phones, residential phones and cell phones. If the
user is using VoIP (for example from a PBX phone), the voice quality may be degraded due to multiple
transcodings (eg G.729 to G.711 to Opus). If that is the case, the user may get better results using a
cell phone to dial in.
As an alternative to inviting guest users to dial in over PSTN, Circuit also supports Guest access.
Circuit users can invite guests by sending them the Guest Access link.
The Conference details can be displayed for any Conversation by clicking on “Details” followed by
“Conference details”:
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Figure 33 : Circuit Conference Details
The user can also click the “Schedule” button at the top right corner of the Conversation window and
from the resulting menu can generate an email with dial in details.

Figure 34: Circuit Conference Email Invitation
5.2. Circuit Tenant provided PSTN Dial-in
In addition to the system-wide PSTN dial-in that Circuit provides, the Tenant also has the possibility to
provide tenant-specific dial-ins, via a Telephony Connector which integrates with the PBX. The dial-ins
provided via the UTC/ATC are only allowed to be used for dial-in to conversations within that tenancy.
The SIP facilities behind these numbers is the responsibility of the PBX. The PBX routes inbound calls
on those numbers to Circuit, and Circuit connects the call to the conversation which is specified by the
PIN number.
The Tenant Administrator can use the Circuit GUI to configure which numbers are shown within his
tenancy and can add new ones which are routed via the PBX and UTC/ATC.
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Figure 35: Tenant Administrator GUI to Configure Dial-In Numbers

Figure 36 : Tenant Administrator GUI to Add Tenant-specific Dial-In Numbers

5.3. Circuit PSTN Connectivity via Telephony Connector
In addition to dial-in to conferences, the Circuit Telephony Connector UTC/ATC allows the Circuit
Tenant to connect Circuit with an on-premise PBX. Refer to section 7 Circuit Telephony Connector for
details.
The Telephony Connector allows Circuit users to be fully integrated into a customer PBX, and then
Circuit becomes an extension of the PBX. Users can answer PBX calls on their Circuit client, both calls
from other PBX users, and calls coming from the PSTN. Users can also initiate outbound calls to other
PBX users and to the PSTN. For this functionality to work correctly, Circuit has to be provisioned with
the DID of each user, in order to recognize inbound calls and route to the appropriate user.
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5.4. Circuit PSTN Connectivity for OpenScape Cloud
OpenScape Cloud a comprehensive Unified Communication and Collaboration Service as public Cloud
offering. In addition to the Circuit offering this service contains a voice platform as part of the cloud
offering so that there is no longer a need to setup and maintain a PBX on premises. The SIP Trunk
connection is hosted in the cloud, as is the Advanced Telephony Connector. This allows the endcustomer to consume telephony as a service from the cloud, and the only equipment required at the
customer site are the hard phones (if required) and Circuit clients.
A SIP Service Provider contract is required to link the OpenScape Cloud Service to public PSTN over
SIP trunks – the provider delivers public phone numbers (DIDs), the connection to the public telephony
network and bills for the telephony calls performed with it.
These services and contract are not part of the OpenScape Cloud offering - an OpenScape Cloud
customer should have his own direct contract with a provider.
Alternatively, Unify partners may bundle their SIP trunk offerings with OpenScape Cloud so that their
contracts might deliver both.
The Tenant Administrator GUI in Circuit provides for the configuration of the cloud PBX functionality.
Sites are the locations of the company where users are located, and get PSTN service along with DIDs
which are appropriate for that location.

Figure 37: Tenant Administrator GUI to Configure Sites
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Each Site has to be configured with several parameters, such as the language for announcements, the
valid number ranges, the default outbound caller-ID and the code to dial for an outside line. Currently,
the SIP Provider configuration must be performed by Unify Operations, but the GUI will be updated to
allow this to be configured by the Tenant Admin.

Figure 38: Tenant Administrator GUI to Site Specifics
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6. Diagnostics and Troubleshooting
6.1. Connectivity Test
Several websites provide Connectivity tools to pre-determine whether Circuit can be used from within
the user’s network. websocketstest.com provides a test of WebSockets connectivity. As described
above, WebSockets must be available just to logon to Circuit.

Figure 39: websocketstest Connectivity Results – Corporate Network
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6.2. Troubleshooting using Circuit
A customer can use http://www.websocketstest.com to pre-test their network’s readiness to support
Circuit. This will at least give some indication of whether Circuit will run into problems when running at
the customer. If this is not possible, then the first indications of problems will come when the user
attempts to use Circuit at the customer location.
If the user can reach the Circuit login screen from the customer location then this at least shows that
the customer network supports Internet access via HTTPS. If not, then the user should check his basic
Internet settings, to make sure he can connect to any other site on the Internet. In particular, he should
check whether an HTTP Proxy is in use and whether the browser is configured to access it. In some
cases, Enterprises may use Whitelists or Blacklists to control destinations on the internet. If that is the
case, Circuit URLs may need to be added to the Whitelist (or removed from the Blacklist).
If the user is able to reach the logon screen, but is not able to login to Circuit, then it is likely that the
network does not support WebSockets. This could be due the HTTP Proxy not correctly supporting the
WebSockets protocol.
Once the user has access to Circuit, and is able to participate in text conversations, he should test
whether realtime voice is supported. If he attempts to make a voice call with another user who is
located in the same LAN, Circuit will attempt to configure the media to flow directly between the two
users across the LAN. This should work independent of any firewall ports, as long as there are no
internal firewalls between the users. If he attempts to make a voice call with another user who is
located outside the user’s corporate network, Circuit has to route the media over the WAN connection
to the Circuit Data Center. In this case the media has to be able to traverse the corporate HTTP Proxy
and/or firewall. This scenario is the one which will likely cause the majority of problems. If the user
cannot make an external voice call, then the cause is almost certain to be the HTTP Proxy or firewall
preventing the connection. If that is the case, then the only option is for the customer IT to reconfigure
the Proxy to allow Circuit to connect.
In any case, if the user encounters issues, it is necessary to use the client to create a ticket and to
generate log files which are included in the ticket. This will enable the R&D department to see exactly
what the cause of the problem is.
6.3. Diagnostic Data Collection
When Circuit has issues, in particular with real time conversations, several diagnotic steps can be used
to collect data for analisys by Circuit Operations teams. These steps range from simple (such as
reporting an issue) to performing Wireshark packet traces (which requires technical expertise).
When collecting data, it is advisable to reduce the PC usage to just Circuit – for example, close other
applications, such as email, and close other browser windows and tabs, leaving only Circuit running.
First try to reproduce the issue. If the issue occurs, take the steps described in the following
subsections to collect data and forward to the Circuit Operations team.

6.3.1. Report Issue
After an issue has occurred click “Report Issue” from the Circuit menu underneath the user name in the
top right corner of the window. This copies the Webclient Log and forwards to the User Help Desk.
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Figure 40: Report Issue

6.3.2. Chrome Network Events
With Circuit as the only open window/Tab, open up a new tab and enter the following in the address
bar:
chrome://net-internals/#events
The page will display the list of open sockets in Chrome, and the corresponding events. This
information can be used to determine if Chrome is not able to connect the media streams, for example
because the request is rejected by the Proxy.

Figure 41: Chrome Network Events

6.3.3. Chrome Proxy
Enter the following in the Chrome address bar to display the proxy setting:
chrome://net-internals/#proxy
The page will display the proxy being used – confirm that the listed proxy is correct.
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6.3.4. Chrome WebRTC Internals
With Circuit as the only open window/Tab, open up a new tab and enter the following in the address
bar:
chrome://webrtc-internals/

The browswer window will show tabs for the different Circuit conversations. Click on the conversations,
will show the open media sessions for each conversation, both audio and video. An example of a
conversation with both audio and video streams is shown below.

Figure 42: WebRTC Internals

6.3.5. Chrome Version
With Circuit as the only open window/Tab, open up a new tab and enter the following in the address
bar:
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chrome://version
The page will display the version of Chrome and related information. Ensure the version is the latest (at
least version 40). Supply the information to the User Help Desk.

Figure 43: Chrome Version

6.3.6. Chrome Debug Log
Forward the Chrome Debug Log file to the User Help Desk. Logging can be activated by starting
Chrome with the enable-logging option.

OS X:
"/Applications/Google Chrome.app/Contents/MacOS/Google Chrome" --enable-logging --v=4 -vmodule=*libjingle/source/talk/*=4 --vmodule=*media/audio/*=4
Logs are under: ~/Library/"Application Support"/Google/Chrome/chrome_debug.log

Windows:
"C:\Program Files (x86)\Google\Chrome\Application\chrome.exe" --enable-logging --v=4 -vmodule=*libjingle/source/talk/*=4 --vmodule=*media/audio/*=4
Logs are under: AppData\Local\Google\Chrome\User Data\chrome_debug.log
use --profile-directory="Profile 2" to start chrome with a particular user profile
logs may be redirected to a specific directory using the --user-data-dir= parameter option, e.g., --userdata-dir=d:\temp\chrome
6.3.7. Wireshark Trace
If a wireshark trace can be captured collect the .pcap file after the test is complete tracing the network
interface being used. Send the .pcap file to the User Help Desk.
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7. Circuit Telephony Connector
Circuit supports interworking with enterprise PBXs, using the Circuit Telephony Connector. Three
different versions of the Circuit Telephony Connector are offered – the Hosted Universal Telephony
Connector (hUTC); the Premise Universal Telephony Connector appliance (pUTC); the Circuit
Advanced Telephony Connector (ATC).
This document only provides an overview of the Telephony Connector. For further details refer to the
document Circuit Telephony Connector Integration Document A31003-S5390-T100-01-7618.
The Telephony Connectors enable Circuit users to make and receive phone calls to/from other PBX
phones, and to/from the PSTN. Each user of Circuit has to be assigned a unique telephone number in
the dialplan of the enterprise PBX. This is the phone number that has to be dialed from the PBX to
reach the specific Circuit user. The Advanced Telephony Connector allows an even tighter integration
of Circuit with Unify PBXs, giving the Circuit user CTI control over his desk phone.
The Hosted Universal Telephony Connector is an application running in the cloud that connects an
enterprise PBX with the Circuit Tenant over a standard SIP Trunk. The hUTC supports Unify PBXs as
well as any third-party PBX with a SIP interface. The hUTC provides an optimized configuration
process with OpenScape Business. The requirements on the Enterprise to support hUTC are basically
to connect a standard SIP Trunk between the enterprise and the Circuit cloud. Any Unify or third-party
PBX can be supported as long as the SIP Trunk is configured. This would typically be done via a
Session Border Controller deployed at the edge of the Enterprise network. In addition, some
translations and routing have to be configured in the PBX. The hUTC is intended for smaller Circuit
Tenants (<100 users), and is zero footprint, requiring no additional equipment be deployed at the
enterprise.
The Premise Universal Telephony Connector appliance is a Session Border Controller enhanced with
Circuit Client functionality. It is intended for Medium to Large Enterprises (>100 users). It also supports
any Unify or third-party PBX and connects via a standard SIP Trunk. Unlike the hUTC, the pUTC is
deployed on edge of the enterprise network, either in parallel with the corporate firewall or behind it.
The SIP Trunk between pUTC and the PBX is local to the enterprise LAN, and the Circuit client
interface takes the same path as the Circuit Browser clients to the Circuit cloud data center. The key
advantage of the pUTC over the hUTC is that it allows media streams to be connected within the
Enterprise LAN for calls between Circuit users and PBX/PSTN phones.
The Advanced Telephony Connector is also a Session Border Controller enhanced with Circuit Client
functionality. In addition to the functionality of pUTC, the ATC allows the Circuit user to control his
desktop phone and use it to make and receive Circuit calls. This functionality requires an additional
interface to the PBX which is only supported by Unify PBXs – OpenScape Voice and OpenScape 4000.

7.1. Circuit Telephony Connector interworking with the PBX
All versions of the Circuit Telephony Connector require a SIP Trunk interface to the Enterprise PBX,
and some additional translations on the PBX to route calls to/from Circuit over the SIP Trunk. High level
details of this interworking can be found in the Circuit Telephony Connector Integration document.
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7.2. hUTC Network Connectivity
In the case of the hUTC, the SIP Trunk is connected from the Enterprise edge to the Circuit Cloud data
center. Typically, the termination point on the Enterprise edge is a Session Border Controller. The
hUTC can support third party PBXs and SBCs in addition to Unify products, as long as the SIP Trunk
can be established. Details of the connectivity can be found in the Circuit Telephony Connector
Integration document. In addition, the Tenant Admin or IT Admin should consult the product
documentation of the SBC and PBX for configuration of those elements.
7.3. pUTC and ATC Network Connectivity
Both pUTC and ATC are OpenScape Session Border Controllers (SBC) with the addition of Circuit
client functionality. Both are intended to be deployed in the Enterprise edge of the Circuit Tenant. Both
interface with the Enterprise PBX over a SIP Trunk. Both access the Circuit cloud over the client
interface similarly to PC Circuit Clients. While the pUTC is generic and can interface with both Unify
and Third-party PBXs, the ATC provides additional functionality and so is compatible with Unify
OpenScape Voice and OpenScape 4000 PBXs.
The interfaces between pUTC/ATC and the PBX are internal to the Enterprise LAN. Only the Circuit
Client Interface is required to access the Circuit cloud over the public internet.
The pUTC and ATC may be deployed in parallel with the corporate firewall, or behind it. In the case of
the pUTC/ATC being parallel to the firewall, it is assumed that the WAN interface is on the public
internet and can communicate with the Circuit cloud directly. In the case that the pUTC/ATC is
connected behind the corporate firewall, the firewall must be configured to allow communication
between pUTC/ATC and the Circuit cloud over the same ports as for normal clients.
The pUTC/ATC must be able to connect the signaling path via HTTPS to port 443 (HTTPS) of the
Circuit URL, and then establish a secure WebSockets connection either direct through the firewall or
via an HTTP-proxy. The HTTP-proxy can require an Authentication.
The pUTC/ATC uses UDP/DTLS only as the transport for Media. If the pUTC/ATC is connected behind
a firewall, it is required to open up the firewall (pin-hole, forwarding) for the Media port range used by
the Telephony connector. Media transport over TCP or TURN is currently not supported.
The Port range to be opened through the firewall needs to match the the Media port range settings in
the pUTC/ATC in the VOIP → Media → Port and Signaling Settings → Port Range.
The Default settings are Ports 10000 – 49999. The source UDP port on the client is randomly picked so
the firewall shall not add any restriction on it. Note that this default port range is different from the port
range used by Circuit Browser, mobile and desktop clients (which use 49152..65535). If a common set
of firewall rules is desired, then the pUTC/ATC can be configured to use 49152..65535, but it should be
ensured that the SIP Media ports are still routed correctly (since that port range will also be changed).
Refer to Figure 24: Circuit Telephony Connector (ATC/UTC) Communication Matrix for pUTC/ATC
specific firewall Rules.
Note that it is preferred that the pUTC/ATC will not be routed via a Corporate HTTP Proxy, but instead
should be allowed to connect directly to the Internet or over the firewall.
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The following diagrams show the connectivity options for the pUTC/ATC.

Figure 44 : pUTC/ATC Connectivity without HTTP Proxy

Figure 45: pUTC/ATC Connectivity with HTTP Proxy
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